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Learn the age-old technique of forming pots on the wheel with an experienced tutor. You will also
learn hand building techniques of pinching, coiling and slab building. Feel free to bring an image
of an object or vessel that you would like to create.

In this six-week-course you will learn the fundamental skills of wheel
throwing and hand building. This includes centering on the wheel, the steps
of throwing cylinder and bowl forms, and turning/trimming the bases of
forms. Using these techniques, it is possible to create a range of works,
varying from functional ware to sculptural pieces. You will experiment with a
range of techniques to explore texture and surface decoration.

The course uses a variety of teaching methods, including one-on-one
tutorials and group demonstrations. You will receive personal support to
discuss and develop your individual project.

Days and Times see bellbird-pottery.com or call me for dates
Duration 2.5 hours per week for six weeks
Included 5kg of clay, use of tools, wheel, firing, materials for decorating and glazing.
Group size Maximum of 4 students
Cost $300

Please bring Apron, fully covering shoes, small hand towel
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Week 1

Overview of the course, introduction to clay and the ceramic process, main tools and their uses,
clay preparation techniques (wedging).
Hand building practice: pinching, coiling
Wheel throwing: Practice centering clay on the wheel

Week 2

Pinching and coiling techniques continued, exploring surface texture and decoration. Refresher
on wedging clay and centering on the wheel, demonstrations on ‘opening out’ and ‘pulling up’,
compressing bases

Week 3

Slab building and press moulding techniques, discuss and demonstrate turning/trimming of leather
hard pots. You will commence to turn and trim your form.

Week 4

Video of the week on slab work & wheel throwing. Continue turning and trimming your work
and practice making more cylinder and bowl forms on the wheel.

Week 5

Decorating techniques for press moulded and slab forms. Finalize turrning/trimming of cylinders
and bowls, applying liquid under-glaze. Learn about firing and using the kiln. All pieces will be
ready this week for bisque firing (first firing).

Week 6

Discussion of glazes and application techniques, demonstration of dipping and pouring. You
apply glazes to your work for final firing.


